Facility POC¹ Determination Flowchart

CWIS² fed by:

WOTUS³ Type

Natural water body (e.g., lake, river, stream)

Impounded WOTUS³ (e.g., man-made)

Original constructed for non-industrial purposes

Original constructed for industrial purposes

Public Water System

Impounded Non-WOTUS⁴

Independent Supplier

Non-WOTUS⁴

Independent supplier is a TPDES⁵ permittee

Independent supplier is not a TPDES⁵ permittee

Cooling water < 25% of the Independent Supplier’s AIF⁶

Cooling water ≥ 25% of the Independent Supplier’s AIF⁶

Not a POC¹

See Application Requirements Flowchart for a Non-Point of Compliance

POC¹

See Application Requirements Flowchart for a Point of Compliance

¹ Point of compliance
² Cooling water intake structure
³ Waters of the United States
⁴ Non-Waters of the United States
⁵ Texas Pollutant Elimination Discharge System
⁶ Actual Intake Flow

Note: This is not a 316(b) applicability flowchart